Inspection Guidelines

2014 AWS Inspection Horse of the Year

1. All exhibitors must first REGISTER their horse with
AWS & the owner must be a current member. Submit all
required forms with the Inspection Entry form & fees at
least 15 days prior to Inspection or Rush Fee applies.

Blending best to best - like to like.

Official Inspection Pamphlet

2. The Inspection sign-up is between 7-9am depeneding on
the number of horses. The horses are shown in age order,
weanlings first. Everyone is encouraged to arrive at sign-up
and learn from the open educational format. Expect to stay
until after awards.
3. The triangle is approximately 80 x 100 x 80 ft. or
20 x 30 x 20m. The handler leads the horse on the
perimeter of the triangle clockwise at the walk & trot as
directed. Weanlings, yearlings & 2-year-olds are also shown
at liberty. The horse is presented at the triangle apex for
conformation judging.

Black Magic Woman /*/*/ / /
Chalice Farms, WA

2014 AWS Stallion of the Year

4. The Inspectors may excuse any unruly or unsafe horse,
whose actions threaten to endanger exhibitors, volunteers,
or officials.
5. A horse may be excused for unsoundness at the
Inspectors discretion and encouranged to be re-inspected
at a later time. Bloodlines/history are provided only after
scores are completed.
6. Braiding of the mane is optional, but encouraged for a
better view/score of the neck.
7. Bridles are mandatory for 2-years-olds and older. A
bridle shall consist of any USEF dressage legal snaffle bit
with a headstall and a throatlatch. Nosebands are optional.
A split or single chain with a lead may be used in addition
or instead of two reins.

Pik Ravenclaw /*/*/ /*/*/
Cedar Lane Sporthorses, MO

The American Warmblood Society (AWS) is a performance horse
registry. All horses are required to satisfy a performance requirement.
The educational inspections are offered to satisfy one of the
performance requirements for a competed “official” registration.The
AWS is open to all breeds of horses with pure gaits and welcomes
horses with unknown or undocumented horses as well.
For an updated calendar go to our website
americanwarmblood.org>calendar & current events or inspection information
OPEN Horses
Owners and horses not intending to register with AWS or become
a member: A flat fee of $200.00 for the inspection entry. In return
you will get an official AWS score sheet and an AWS inspection
certification. Open horses are not eligible for any AWS awards.
Video Inspections
For more information www.americanwarmblood.org>inspection information
*AWS on-site inspection video (an example of how to and what
your horse will be judged on). *Video Inspection Criteria document
The horses and sport ponies may be any age.
The designations of Red Preferred, Blue Preferred or Supreme
Horse or Pony will be stamped on the Certificate of Registration.
These AWS designations are only awarded at the AWS Inspections.

8. The handler and/or their assistant may each carry
only one humane whip to use as an effective quiet aid (no
snapping). Additional devices are not allowed (no bags).
10. Conservative attire is recommended for the handler.
Attire should be neutral & contrast with the color of the
horse, ie. handler wears beige or white as most horses
have color.
11. Questions are permitted and encouraged from
exhibitors and/or spectators after the scoring of a horse.
Bloodlines will also be asked at that time.
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Beau Star owned by Nancy Roth
2014 Silver medal Inspection Yearling
Photo credit, Emily Williamson
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Walk

Correctness and Purity

Four even beats in length as well as height. Regular and
rhythmical with straight alignment in the fore and hind
while in flight.

Quality

Stepping forward from behind in a generous & athletic
way. Creating a swinging momentum throughout the body
(elastic & supple). The legs unrestricted and freely reaching
forward through the shoulders and haunches down to the
hooves showing articulation in all the joints resulting in a
harmonious and balanced walk with a ground covering and
marching tempo.

Trot

Correctness and Purity

Two even beats in length as well as height. Regular and
rhythmical with straight alignment in the fore and hind
legs while in flight.

Head, Neck and Wither

The head and the neck should be in proportion to the
body. The eyes, large and alert. The nostrils with good air
capacity. The neck, wedge shaped - the topside of the neck
strong, yet flexible uphill profile from the wither to the poll.
Supple & moderately flexible in the poll. The bottom side
of the neck refined with the attachment above the point
of the shoulder rising in a concave arch into the throatlatch unrestricted. The neck is set moderately high into the
shoulder. The wither is well defined with a gradual slope
into the back with moderately good height.

Shoulder and Forelegs

The shoulder and humerus should be long and sloping showing
a 90° angle from the wither to the point of the shoulder
and then to the elbow. The shoulder displaying prominent
depth. Straight and strong forelegs, well muscled, with short
cannon bones. All joints well chiseled and dry. The pasterns
moderately sloping and flexible.The hooves strong and round.
Hooves, bone and forelegs proportional to the body size.

Quality

Stepping clearly forward from behind with an uphill
profile. Elastic with natural engagement, impulsion and
showing good articulation of the joints. Freedom of the
shoulders and haunches with balanced self-carriage.
Suspension off the ground. Ideally should round and
lenghten on the topline with cresting at the top of the
poll. The head reflects the balanced self-carriage of the
horse being nearly vertical.

Frame, Loin and Back

A well-connected, strong loin and back. Harmonious and
balanced proportions of the head and neck, mid-section
and hind. A supple topline smoothly connected, strongly
muscled with an uphill profile from the dock of the tail
to the top of the poll. A deep heart girth (the distance
around the body at the wither) with sufficient width
between the legs. The frame should be rectangular.

Hindquarters and Hind Legs

Hindquarters are strong with correct angulation capable
of producing propulsion and energy indicated by a perfect
triangle from the point of the hip to the point of the
buttock inward of the stifle, then back to the hip. A strong,
flexible, muscular structure stretching into the gaskin. The
hind limbs straight from the rear view. All joints should be
well chisled and dry. The pasterns moderately sloping and
flexible. The hooves strong and round. Hooves, bone and
hindlegs proportional to body size.

Sport Horse Potential

Suitable to progress through the levels.Tractable with generous
forward drive. Obedient, respectful, attentive, focused and safe.
Noble, self-confident, presence, femininity, masculinity.

AWS Inspectors

Nikki Atwell-Garcia

Nikki has bred, raised, trained and competed horses in the sports she
evaluates for the AWS; Combined Driving, Dressage, Dressage Sport horse
In-Hand, Eventing and Show Jumping. She is the former AWS National
Sport horse Inspector from 1996-2009.While the AWS National Inspector,
Nikki trained and supervised three adjunct inspectors to assist AWS with
the vast responsibilities of inspections throughout the U.S. These three
inspectors were, Douglas Christensen, Rachel Ehrlich and Carrie Vacoles.
Also, during tthis time, Nikki worked toward and received an AAS degree
in Equine Science with High Distinction. She was also licensed as an “r”
USEF/USDF Dressage Sport horse In-hand Judge for five years.

Douglas Christensen

Douglas has been involved with breeding and training sport horses in the
USA, Great Britian and Germany for 25+ years. He is the retired President
of the Alamo Dressage Association and past board member for many years.

Hans Hollenbach

In 1989, he established his riding school in Germany, then relocated to
Canada in 1996. Specializing in Classical Dressage, Hans J. Hollenbach is a
member of the “Xenophon” society, a world wide organization commited
to the upholding and preservation of the art of classical dressage riding,
founded in Germany by concerned trainers, riders, veterinarians and
coaches like Klaus Balkenhol, Ingrid Klimke, Dr. Gerd Heuschmann, Anja
Behram and Astrid von Felsen-Zerweck. The society is currently chaired
by Christine Stueckelberger of Switzerland. This movement is actively
supported by the legendary riding master Walter Zettl in Canada and by
Albrecht von Ziegner in the USA.

Carrie Vacolas

Carrie has 30+ years experience in dressage and eventing. She has competed
in eventing on horses bred, trained and rode through Intermediate level.
She was an area steward in the 1996 Olympics in LA. Chief fence judge
for 27 years at the Rolex Four Star Event. Chief fence judge for the 2011
World Equestrian Games in Lexington, KY. Carrie currently breeds and
trains horses and riders in dressage and eventing.
A graduate of the Ohio State University, with a BS major in Agriculture
Animal Science with Equine Specialty.
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